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Winning Ways: Immediate and Long-term Effects of Sponsorship on Perceptions of Brand Quality and Corporate Image

Sponsorship is believed to influence consumer perceptions of a brand. The authors identify conditions under which sponsorship information spills over to affect attitudes toward brands and the image of their manufacturers. Over two longitudinal field experiments, they find that spillover effects from sponsorship messages occur at both the generic sponsorship announcement level and the team performance level. Immediate announcement effects are observed on perceptions of both sponsor brand quality and corporate image. In the longer term, information regarding positive and negative team performance results spills over to perceptions of brand quality but not corporate image. The research provides recommendations for how managers should minimize negative spillover effects and maximize their use of sponsorship information.
Brands are known to possess both physical and abstract properties (Aaker 1996; Brown and Dacin 1997; Dacin and Smith 1994; Homer 2006). Marketing communications can affect perceptions of those properties, either through interacting with existing perceptions, or by presenting information to persuade a consumer of a brand’s merits. Although there is a wide range of marketing communication tools available, sponsorship has become an increasingly popular choice for communicating with markets. It is important for managers to be able to determine what impact a particular sponsorship will have on different aspects of a brand as this may lead to brand preference, brand loyalty and ultimately profitability (Aaker 1991; Keller 1998). It is somewhat surprising to find that little is known about the underlying effect of sponsorship on consumer perceptions of a brand.

In this research, we focus on “spillover” effects and the role of cue diagnosticity in the formation of brand-related attitudes as a result of sponsorship information. Spillover refers to the manner in which information in a message stimulus affects beliefs about brand attributes that are not mentioned in the message (Ahluwalia, Unnava, and Burnkrant 2001). A major reason why companies engage in sponsorship is to generate positive effects that may spill over to a brand. However, there are aspects of sponsorship that may give rise to negative cues that can be associated with a brand. One notable example is the performance of a sponsored team. The means by which consumers integrate negative with positive information has been studied in the impression formation literature in psychology (Klein 1996; Skowronsks and Carlston 1989). A key outcome of this research has been the demonstration of a negativity effect, whereby individuals attach greater importance to negative information when forming evaluations (Klein 1996; Skowronsks and Carlston 1989). In the marketing literature, the negativity effect has been observed in contexts such as product evaluation (Herr, Kardes, and Kim 1991), salesperson
performance (Weitz 1978), and publicity outcomes (Ahluwalia, Burnkrant, and Unnava 2000), to name a few.

In the sponsorship literature, researchers have referred to the concept of affect transfer to explain how favorable attitudes toward a team or event can transfer to a sponsoring brand with little cognitive elaboration (Pracejus 2004). Additionally, image transfer has been used to describe how the image or personality of a team or event can transfer to a sponsor brand (Pracejus 2004). Spillover effects have been somewhat idiosyncratic to the brand alliance literature whereas image transfer is frequently used in studies of sponsorship. Although conceptually similar, we consider spillover to offer a unique perspective from which to study sponsorship effects. A sponsorship is similar to a brand alliance and academic work on spillover effects is concerned with the evaluations of brands after exposure to the brand alliance (Desai and Keller 2002; Simonin and Ruth 1998). Moreover, we are concerned with perceptions of physical brand attributes in addition to abstract ones such as image. Spillover also provides a more sensitive means of explaining how information in a sponsorship-related message, such as team performance results, can affect the evaluation of brand attributes that are not referred to in the message.

To our knowledge, no study has examined sponsorship from this perspective. Our findings show that a sponsorship stimulus can positively bias an individual’s perception of brand quality and the manufacturer’s corporate image and that a consumer’s pre-existing perception can be changed by sponsorship. In a longitudinal study over a six-week period, we observe a positive effect on perceptions but importantly, we find interactions between team performance, which may act as a negative stimulus, and perceptions of brand quality.
Background

Sponsorship is the “…provision of assistance either financial or in kind to an activity by a commercial organization for the purpose of achieving commercial objectives” (Meenaghan 1983). From 1984 to 1999, there was a reported eleven-fold increase in sponsorship expenditure (Meenaghan 2001) representing $23.16 billion or 7.0% of the worldwide advertising budget (Sponsorship Research International 2000). This was exclusive of leveraging costs such as merchandising, competitions, and advertising of the sponsorship (Meenaghan 2001). The figure is expected to reach $37.7 billion in 2007 (IEG 2007). Despite this considerable increase, not enough is understood about how sponsorship actually ‘works’ and what its objectives really are (Cornwell and Maignan 1998; Gwinner and Eaton 1999). This is surprising given the substantive nature of sponsorship as a communication tool in firms’ promotional budgets.

Sponsorship can involve the sponsoring of an event, a team, an individual, or a cause. Our focus in the current study is on sport sponsorship effects at the team level over the longer term duration. Although there is research available that examines cause-related marketing and individual spokesperson effects, we do not address these issues in the current study for two reasons. First, unlike sports sponsorship, cause-related marketing does not include the possibility of winning and losing, the variations of which we investigate in some detail. Second, research into the use of spokespersons has focused largely on source credibility, trustworthiness, expertise, likeability, and attractiveness (Kamins and Gupta 1994; Ohanian 1990; Till and Busler 2000).

A key contribution of our research is that we investigate sponsorship effects over an extended time period. Longitudinal studies of sponsorship effects have been notably lacking in the marketing communications literature. Another significant contribution of our study is that we are the first to do so using field experiments with real sponsors, real events, and real consumers.
An observation of many previous sponsorship studies is that they were conducted in the absence of the clutter normally prevalent in the environment. We address this limitation and contribute to knowledge in the specific literature of sponsorship by seeking to learn whether and how sponsoring teams that are winning or losing affects perceptions of a brand and its manufacturer.

In two field experiments, we examine the possibilities of changing brand perceptions over an extended time period (six weeks), through the use of a sponsorship stimulus involving varying levels of team performance.

**Relevant Literature**

The most commonly cited objectives for a firm engaging in sponsorship are to increase brand awareness and to improve brand or corporate image (Gwinner 1997; Gwinner and Eaton 1999). Researchers have measured corporate image associations for many years. Consumers may have several associations in memory about a company that might be related to its innovativeness, dynamism, imaginativeness, goods and services, perceived honesty and trustworthiness, social responsibility, investment value, quality of management, helpfulness and friendliness, and conservative versus informal corporate culture (Dowling 1986, 2004; Spector 1961). In this research, we adopt Dowling’s (2004) conceptualization of corporate image as the descriptive beliefs an individual holds about an organization – in essence, “What do I think about you [as a company]?”. This image is formed by perceptions of the company’s ability, character, behavior, and products.

However, the literature supports the contention that a company and its products are perceived by consumers to be separate (Aaker 1996; Brown and Dacin 1997; Dacin and Smith 1994). One may have favorable views of a company but not necessarily of its products. For example, consumers may think of a company as socially responsible yet believe it produces
goods that are inferior to competitors. With the multiple associations comprising corporate image, positive evaluations of one type of association can counterbalance negative evaluations of another. It is therefore possible that a negative evaluation of a company’s products may be obfuscated within an overall favorable evaluation of corporate image (or vice versa).

Given the importance companies ascribe to consumer perceptions of their products, it is important to isolate the effect that sponsorship activities might have on both brand quality and global evaluations of corporate image. Although managers might believe that sponsorship awareness will be reflected in a consumer’s perceptions of a brand’s physical or abstract properties (Cornwell, Roy, and Steinard 2001), reported research has typically concentrated on abstract measures including corporate image and purchase intention. This is problematic.

To measure only the abstract elements of an individual’s perceptions does not necessarily give an indication of his or her perceptions of the brand’s physical attributes. Whether or not a company’s image has any relationship with a consumer’s judgment of its products is generally unclear, some studies suggesting this is the case (see, for example, Keller and Aaker 1992; Wansink 1989) and others claiming it is not (e.g., Hardy 1970; Shimp and Bearden 1982). In our study, we identify sponsorship effects across both brand quality and corporate image perceptions and explain them within the context of spillover effects. First, we examine the manner in which the perceived diagnosticity of information influences these perceptions and second, we consider the role of memory decay.

Spillover Effects, Cue Diagnosticity, and Team Performance

Spillover effects have been explained in terms of accessibility and diagnosticity (Feldman and Lynch 1988). Accessibility is achieved through spreading activation. In terms of brand-related thoughts, information regarding the product category and physical and abstract brand
attributes can be represented as nodes in a neural network. When a node is activated, it can link to another (Anderson 1983). We suggest that sponsorship information will also reside in this nodal network and be capable of activating brand-related thoughts. Diagnosticity refers to the manner in which individuals make implicit judgements about how things are related to each other (Broniarczyk and Alba 1994).

The accessibility-diagnosticity perspective suggests that information that is perceived to be relevant to a brand (i.e. accessible) would be inferred to make judgements about that brand (i.e. diagnostic). We predict that spillover to a brand will occur when individuals are presented with information in the form of a sponsorship announcement. Even if no direct mention of brand attributes appears in the message, consumers are likely to infer meaning about the brand based on the information. This is the desired effect of sponsorship.

Sponsorship is generally believed to create positive impacts for companies (Gwinner 1997; Meenaghan 2001; Rifon, Choi, and Trimble 2004). For example, Rajaretnam (1994) found that sponsorship appeared to have a greater effect on both brand preference and corporate image than did advertising. It is plausible to suggest that the sponsorship stimulus is positively valenced and contributes to an increase in positive associations between the brand and perceptions of its associated attributes. Furthermore, spillover effects have been observed for positive information under conditions where the brand is familiar (Ahluwalia, Unnava, and Burnkrant 2001). We therefore suggest that:

H1a: An individual subjected to a sponsorship stimulus prior to evaluating a brand’s quality will rate that quality more favorably than a similar individual presented with the same brand without a sponsorship stimulus and,
H1b: An individual subjected to a sponsorship stimulus prior to evaluating a brand manufacturer’s corporate image will rate that image more favorably than a similar individual presented with the same brand manufacturer without a sponsorship stimulus.

In contrast to advertising wherein the marketer has a controlled message to convey, sponsorship includes the possibility of winning and losing, over which there is no control. As such, we wish to understand the impact of variations in team performance during a sponsorship period.

Sponsorship information is typically communicated to the consumer via the explicit articulation of a sponsorship agreement or other sponsorship-linked marketing communications such as advertising or promotional tie-ins. However, further communication is possible via exposure to information regarding the performance of the team that is sponsored. Such information, typically transmitted by news media, word-of-mouth, or during actual game attendance does not generally contain direct, brand-related information. Yet literature on spillover effects suggests that individuals may make judgements about brand attributes from information that does not specifically refer to those attributes (Ahluwalia et al. 2000; Ahluwalia et al. 2001).

When presented with a brand name, associations regarding the quality of the brand and the corporate image of its manufacturer are likely to be elicited. We have argued that if presented in conjunction with a sponsorship announcement, the spillover effect of sponsorship may allow for the transfer of favorable impressions to the both brand quality and the firm’s image. But what happens to such perceptions when the sponsorship stimulus manifests in the form of team performance results?

The literature on spillover effects provides some guidance. Consider a message regarding team results as potentially comprising two components. One component may function as a...
reminder that the brand is a team sponsor, in a manner similar to a sponsorship announcement, with the potential for initiating a spillover effect as the sponsor is not actually mentioned. The other indicates whether the team has performed well or poorly (whether this is actually the case or not). Ahluwalia et al. (2000) suggest that individuals may be prone to changing their evaluations of “related” brand attributes but that they may isolate this effect from other attributes.

As per our earlier reasoning, the first piece of information is likely to be diagnostic for brand quality and corporate image. However, when information in the message is not perceived as diagnostic for the attributes under evaluation, then consumer perceptions of these will not be influenced.

A substantial body of evidence has evolved suggesting that negative information has a greater effect on attitude formation than positive information (e.g. Ahluwalia, Burnkrant, and Unnava 2000; Herr, Kardes, and Kim 1991; Skowronski and Carlston 1987). In general, negative cues are less ambiguous than positive and neutral cues, especially in product judgement contexts (see Mizerski 1982 and Herr, Kardes, and Kim 1991). A loss in an important game or a failure to finish in a major race could be construed as negative information. Furthermore, if a sponsor firm’s products are used by a team, then there are likely to be strong associative linkages between the team performance and the quality of the brand.

Although a good team performance would be expected to be positively weighted and not detract from any associations made regarding brand quality, in contrast, poor performance is likely to be negatively weighted and may conceivably be used to make diagnostic judgements about brand quality attributes. Given the stronger impact of negative information on attitudes, it is likely that evaluations of brand quality will be adversely affected. We propose that team performance information will spill over to perceptions of brand quality over time, under conditions where the brand is actually used in the event. If, on the other hand, the product brand
is not used in the actual event, then we would not expect such inferences to be made.

Specifically:

H2a: If the sponsor product brand is used by a team during a performance, an individual’s evaluation of the brand’s quality in the presence of a sponsorship stimulus will be more favorable when the sponsored team is winning than when it is losing.

H2b: If the sponsor product brand is not used by a team during a performance, an individual’s evaluation of the brand’s quality in the presence of a sponsorship stimulus will remain unaffected whether the sponsored team is winning or losing.

Regarding the effects of team performance on corporate image, we would not anticipate the team results information to adversely impact such perceptions as they are unlikely to be diagnostic for corporate image, irrespective of whether the brand was used by the team or not. Our rationale for this expected outcome again stems from insights derived from spillover effects.

Specific predictions about when spillover is likely to occur require consideration of factors that may affect the information that is accessible and whether such information is diagnostic (Roehm and Tybout 2006). Accessibility is promoted by strong associative linkages. Thus if a team’s results are perceived to pertain to corporate image, the image node is likely to be activated when the results are processed. We would expect that the sponsorship reminder component of the results message would serve to activate perceptions of corporate image and reinforce previously held perceptions. However, likelihood that the negative (or positive) connotations of team performance results would be perceived as diagnostic for the majority of the dimensions of corporate image discussed earlier seems minimal (e.g. perceived honesty and trustworthiness,
social responsibility, investment value, quality of management, helpfulness and friendliness, and conservative versus informal corporate culture). We would therefore expect that negative (or positive) team performance results will not affect perceptions of corporate image but that the reminder component of a sponsor’s involvement will continue to have positive effects. We propose that:

H3: An individual’s evaluation of a sponsor’s corporate image will remain elevated in the presence of a sponsorship stimulus regardless of whether the sponsored team is winning or losing.

An implication of our suggestion that winning and losing will affect an individual’s perceptions of a sponsor is that these impressions are transient. Yet little is known about the effects of time on brand associations formed as a result of sponsorship stimuli. Perceptions of brand attributes are likely to be influenced by consumer memory processes, in particular the decay of associations over time. By also testing the effects of sponsorship on specific products over the longer term, we make a further contribution to the understanding of sponsorship theory.

Though the process of memory decay is still not precisely understood (Estes 1997), it is generally agreed that when consumers actively think about product information, stronger associations are created in memory. This increases the likelihood of recall (Keller 1993). It is plausible to anticipate some decay in consumers’ memory of sponsorship information. We expect
that if consumers are not provided with such market information regularly, their initially raised perceptions of a brand may diminish. Therefore:

H4: An individual exposed to a sponsorship stimulus more frequently than an individual exposed less frequently will rate the brand more favorably on both brand quality and corporate image.

Experiments 1 and 2 explore the effects of a sponsorship stimulus on a consumer’s perception of a sponsoring brand’s quality and the corporate image of the brand’s manufacturer over time, during the course of a series of sporting events. They also investigate the effect of winning and losing on these variables.

We further examine whether differences would be noted for products that are instrumentally related to performance as opposed to those that are merely image-related. This introduces the potentially confounding element of congruence between sponsor and event into the study. Our research is not an investigation of the moderating role of congruence, as it is generally accepted that congruence affects sponsor-brand evaluations (Otker and Hayes 1987; Speed and Thompson 2000). However, we wanted to consider the possibility of brand evaluations being influenced by direct congruence (where the product is actually used in the event) and indirect congruence (where it is associated on the basis of image only).

Experiment 1

Method

Participants and Procedure. Participants were a group of 98 customers recruited from four gas stations. The sample size was 110 with 12 individuals failing to complete the experiment. Ages ranged from 18 to 67 years with an almost equal gender split of 52% male and
48% female. Income levels and occupational backgrounds were diverse with no skewness toward any particular group observable. They were divided into three groups: control, decay and informed. All groups completed questionnaires assessing the dependent variables at four different times – these were once in February (before the Formula One season starts), and then in each week after the Brazilian, San Marino and Spanish Grands Prix. These events occurred at two week intervals.

The sponsorship stimulus during the first data collection was a statement about the sponsorship of the McLaren Formula One team by Mercedes Benz, who also provided the engines used in the races. The stimulus for the three races was a paragraph about the results with no further mention of the sponsorship. Copies of the stimuli are presented at Appendix 2. The control group (N = 32) received neither the sponsorship statement stimulus nor the race-results-only stimuli, the decay group (N = 33) received the sponsorship statement stimulus only (during the first phase of data collection or pre-test), while the informed group (N = 33) received the sponsorship statement stimulus (at pre-test) and the race-results-only stimulus each time they subsequently completed the questionnaire (that is, after each race). The best results of the races for the car manufacturer’s vehicles were second, second, and DNF (did not finish).

Respondents were invited to participate by selected gas station attendants, who were trained by the researchers in the method of data collection. To encourage involvement, the attendants were instructed to ask every fifth customer if they would be interested in entering a competition for $100 worth of free fuel. They were specifically informed that it was a university research project and was not for commercial purposes. Consent forms with relevant information were provided upon agreement. Participants were told that they would be required to return to the gas station and complete a questionnaire on four separate occasions during specified time periods, which were determined by the researchers for each series of events. Although a
potentially onerous task, in fact the great majority of respondents (over 90% at all outlets) were regular customers of the gas stations used and stopped there frequently to fill their cars. An advantage of using employees to collect data was that interviewer bias was minimised, as the employees continued to serve other customers while respondents completed their task at a vacant service counter. Participants were provided with, and asked to keep, a gas station business card with a unique code on it to enter onto the questionnaire. No other identifying information was obtained. They were then able to place their responses in a drop-box before leaving.

Upon subsequent visits to the gas station, participants were asked to complete the evaluation task again, depending on their treatment condition, and also to provide their code. The environment in which the evaluation was completed was as close to an ordinary, everyday commercial environment as we could contrive. In this task environment, respondents were surrounded by other customers and exposed to numerous visual and auditory stimuli, many of them brand-related. Upon completing the final questionnaire, participants also submitted a separate form containing their name and contact details for the purposes of choosing a winner of the competition. No identifying information could be linked with the series of responses.

Independent Variable. Group membership (control, decay and informed) determined if and when the participants received the sponsorship stimulus and was the independent variable.

Dependent Measures. Items were measured on a seven-point scale with a higher score indicating positive valence. Brand quality of the car was measured using the Brand Quality instrument reported by Keller and Aaker (1992). Corporate image was measured using the scale presented by Pope and Voges (1998). All scales items can be seen at Appendix 1.
Results

No significant effects were observed for gender, income level, or occupation on the dependent variables. Hypotheses 1a and 1b stated that when an individual is subjected to a sponsorship stimulus, that individual will rate a brand’s quality and the brand manufacturer’s corporate image higher than an individual not receiving the sponsorship stimulus. The impact of a sponsorship stimulus on brand quality and corporate image was analysed by comparing the control group (that did not receive a sponsorship stimulus) with the decay and informed group combined (both of which did receive a sponsorship stimulus at least once). The presence of the stimulus had a significant impact on the perceived evaluation of the brand’s quality ($F = 14.3, df = 1, 96, p < .001$). The group receiving the sponsorship stimulus had a mean of 4.3 compared to the control group with a mean of 3.4. Hypothesis 1a is therefore supported. It also had a significant impact on the perceived evaluation of corporate image ($F = 46.2, df = 1, 96, p < .001$). The group receiving the sponsorship stimulus had a mean of 4.3 compared to the control group with a mean of 3.0. Hypothesis 1b is also supported.

In Hypothesis 2a we suggested that perceptions of a brand’s quality in relation to sponsorship would vary with the sponsored team’s winning and losing, if the product brand was used in the event. This hypothesis was tested using a repeated measures analysis of variance and was found to be statistically significant ($F = 3.82, df = 6, 285, p < .001$). The data did not violate the assumption of homogeneity of variance (Box’s $M = 32.31, p > .05$). Our results are best presented visually and can be seen at Figure 1. It will be noted that the informed group shows consistently high ratings of the brand’s quality when the cars are finishing well. This drops nearly to the level of the control with the failure to finish in the third event. The decay group drops slowly to meet the level of control over the six weeks of the study. This provides partial support for Hypothesis 4, with the outcome being contingent upon team performance.
We suggested in Hypothesis 3 that corporate image perceptions would remain elevated regardless of the results of a sponsored team. Again this was tested with repeated measures ANOVA. The data did not violate the assumption of normality (Box’s M = 21.59, p > .05). Significant statistical differences were found between the three groups (F = 5.6, df = 6, 285, p < .001). We present the results graphically at Figure 2.

Note that again the decay group drops over the six week period to end up at the same level as the control group, thereby supporting Hypothesis 4. However, the informed group remains at an elevated level throughout, displaying no statistically significant differences with regard to winning and losing. Hypothesis 3 is therefore supported. The means of all treatment groups and significant differences between them for all time periods can be seen at Table 1.

A demand check item included in the questionnaire indicated that no participants indicated a motivation for conforming to the researchers’ expectations.

**Discussion**

Results of experiment 1 indicate that a sponsorship stimulus will positively bias an individual’s perception of a brand’s quality and the corporate image that the individual holds of the brand’s manufacturer. Long term tracking of this sponsorship effect showed that the performance of the team had an impact on the perception of brand quality, with losses reducing the positive evaluation. This was not the case with corporate image, which remained elevated regardless of winning and losing as long as the group was informed of the results. For the group that was not continually informed, the level of both corporate image and brand quality decayed over the course of the study.
Experiment 2

A second longitudinal experiment was conducted. In essence, this study was a replication of the previous one using a different product, in this case that of a well-known beer manufacturer (Fourex). The hypotheses remain the same.

Method

Participants and Procedure. As in experiment 1, participants were a separate group of 99 customers recruited from four gas stations using the same procedure described earlier. The original sample obtained was 113 with fourteen dropping from the experiment. Again, the demographics revealed diversity among the sample. Income and occupational backgrounds were varied, ages ranged from 18 to 64 years, and the gender split was 55% male and 45% female. To encourage their involvement, the participants were entered into a competition for $100 worth of free fuel. The participants were divided into three groups: control, decay and informed. All three groups completed the questionnaires assessing the dependent variables at four different times – these were prior to the State of Origin rugby league series and then in each week after each of the three games in the series. These events occurred at approximately two to three week intervals. The sponsorship stimulus at the first data collection was a statement about the sponsorship of one of the teams (Queensland) by the beer manufacturer. The sponsorship stimulus for the three games in the series was a paragraph about the results of the previous game only. Copies of how these stimuli were presented can be viewed at Appendix 2. The control group (N = 30) received no sponsorship stimulus, the decay group (N = 35) received the sponsorship stimulus only during the pre-test, while the informed group (N = 34) received the sponsorship stimulus each time they
completed the questionnaire (that is, after each game in the series). The results of the series for the team was lose, lose, win.

**Dependent and independent Measures.** All scaled items were measured on a seven-point scale with the higher score indicating positive valence. The dependent and independent variables were the same as those used in experiment 1, with the exception that the brand quality measure was captured using a seven-item scale developed by Stayman, Alden, and Smith (1992) specifically for beverages.

**Results**

No effects were observed for gender, income level, or occupation on the dependent variables. We tested Hypotheses 1a and 1b using the same comparisons as in the previous experiment. Both hypotheses were supported, with the presence of a sponsorship stimulus having a significant, positive impact (4.9 for the stimulus group as opposed to 3.8 for control) on the perceived evaluation of the brand’s quality ($F = 19.5$, $df = 1, 97$, $p < .001$), and on the corporate image of the brand’s manufacturer – 4.9 as opposed to 4.0 ($F = 49.0$, $df = 1, 97$, $p < .001$).

Hypothesis 2b suggested that perceptions of a brand’s quality in relation to sponsorship would not vary with the sponsored team’s winning and losing, if the product brand was not actually used in the event. As in experiment 1, this hypothesis was tested using a repeated measures analysis of variance. It was not confirmed by our data and in fact, the opposite effect was observed. It will be noted that the informed group shows gradually lower ratings of the brand quality of the beer when the sponsored team is losing (rounds 1 and 2). This is followed by a sudden, and statistically significant, increase when the third round is won ($F = 9.45$, $df = 6, 285$, $p < .001$). The data did not violate the assumption of homogeneity of variance (Box’s $M = 24.19$, $p > .05$). Results are presented in graphic format at Figure 3. Hypothesis 2b is therefore not
supported. We defer elaboration on this finding until the general discussion section. The decay group again drops slowly to meet the level of control over the six weeks of the study. Hypothesis 4 is once again, partially supported depending on team results.

<Insert Figure 3 about here>

We suggested in Hypothesis 3 that corporate image perceptions would remain higher despite the winning and losing of a sponsored team. Again this was tested with repeated measures ANOVA. The data did not violate the assumption of normality (Box’s M = 20.46, p > .05). Significant statistical differences were found between the three groups (F = 9.01, df = 6, 285, p < .001). We present the results graphically at Figure 4.

<Insert Figure 4 about here>

Note that again the decay group drops over the six week period to end up at the same level as the control group. The informed group remains at an elevated level throughout, once more supporting Hypothesis 4. However, no statistically significant differences with regard to winning and losing were found. Hypothesis 3 is further supported. The means of all treatment groups and significant differences between them for all time periods can be seen at Table 2. The correlations between the dependent variables of brand quality and corporate image across the four time periods for both experiments 1 and 2 ranged from .02 to -.16 with an average correlation of -.02, indicating no interdependency or likely interactions between these measures.

<Insert Table 2 about here>

As in experiment 1, no participants indicated a motivation for providing responses that would artificially support the researchers’ results.
Discussion

Results of experiment 2 indicate that a sponsorship stimulus will positively bias an individual’s perception of a brand’s quality and the corporate image that the individual holds of the brand’s manufacturer. Long term tracking of this sponsorship effect showed that performance of the team had an impact on the perception of the brand’s quality (despite it not being used in the event), with losses reducing the positive evaluation. As in experiment 1, corporate image remained elevated for the informed group despite winning and losing records. For the group who were not continually informed of the sponsorship, the levels of both corporate image and product evaluation decayed over the course of the experiment, down close to the level of the control group.

Possible Confound of Experimental Results

To accept the sponsorship stimulus manipulation as the explanation for the observed treatment effects, we had to rule out the possibility that other factors may have confounded the effects in the study. A potential confound might have arisen from the perception of congruence between sponsor and event. Congruence is a multifarious construct that has been conceptualized across both functional and symbolic dimensions. It is generally thought that the higher the level of congruence between sponsor and event, the more favourable will be consumer attitudes toward the brand (Otker and Hayes 1987; Speed and Thompson 2000). However, little is known about whether the actual use of a product in the event results in different levels of perceptions of congruence (and hence attitude toward and beliefs about the brand) than brands that may exhibit congruence but are not used in the event. We introduced these two conditions as direct and indirect congruence respectively and address them in our empirical work.
A confound check was conducted on a separate pool of respondents – an approach used in past experimental research (e.g. Ellen and Bone 1998; Handelman and Arnold 1999) and in accordance with recommendations by Perdue and Summers (1986). In this test, two groups of sixty customers were intercepted at a different local gas station. Potential respondents were approached until sixty individuals had been recruited for each cell. Response rates were 52% and 61%. We informed respondents in each group about one of the sponsorship pairings and asked them to complete a five-item congruence scale previously used by Speed and Thompson (2000) to measure levels of general congruence (or fit). We deliberately chose brands for each experiment that we felt would demonstrate good general congruence with their respective sponsorship property. As expected, both brands generated highly positive levels of congruence (Fourex mean=4.33; Mercedes Benz mean=4.19). An independent samples t-test revealed no statistically significant differences between the groups (Fourex -Mercedes Benz $t=1.20$, $df=2,118$, $p>.05$). This result is, in itself, an interesting finding and perhaps a little counter-intuitive. It indicates that actual usage of the product in the event does not necessarily result in higher levels of congruence than brands that are only symbolically related. However, the indirect congruence brand is a heavy advertiser and regularly engages in large-scale sport sponsorship, so it is possible that its presence in such an arrangement is not unexpected by consumers.

We had thought the level of congruence would have been a little higher for the Mercedes-Benz / McLaren pairing but this was not the case. Regardless, we did not seriously anticipate that the level of congruence would have confounded our results, as the largely positive effects were observed in both experiments. We did, however, believe that the type of congruence – direct or indirect – would have some influence on outcomes.
General Discussion

We believe that our findings possess implications and utility at both the theoretical and managerial levels. Our discussion synthesizes the results of the two experiments, presents limitations, and discusses implications. We also offer an agenda for further research.

Both sets of results support the contention that the perceived diagnosticity of sponsorship cues appears capable of changing perceptions of both companies and their products in the short and long term. Of some importance is the finding that winning and losing appear to influence evaluations of a company’s products but not of the company itself. In the absence of exposure to such stimuli, perceptions of both abstract and physical aspects of a brand appear to atrophy. This is also a key finding and one that could not have been uncovered in a cross-sectional study.

The connection between sponsorship activity and corporate image may appear somewhat logical to consumers. The win/loss cue is not seen as relevant to corporate image and the positive evaluation persists because the sponsorship stimulus is repeated each time. However, we suggest that the connection between sponsorship and brand quality may be less evident, so consumers use win/loss cues to develop their evaluation of the brand when prompted. This was expected in the case of Mercedes Benz, whose product brand was used in the team performance.

Similar but unexpected results were observed for the Fourex brand. Evidence from the spillover effects literature suggests that information will spill over to affect related attributes of a brand. However, it has also been demonstrated that individuals make judgements about brand attributes from information that does not specifically refer to those attributes (Ahluwalia et al. 2000; Ahluwalia et al. 2001). We hypothesized that a product exhibiting indirect congruence with the sponsorship property would not be affected by team performance in terms of perceptions of brand quality. Yet it seems that spillover can occur if accessibility is facilitated by strong associative linkages between nodes. It appears that if a brand is perceived as having a strong
conceptual connection to the sponsorship property, regardless of any functional relatedness, it may also be subject to spillover effects. Brand quality is a performance-related construct, and it appears that team results – a performance-related behavior – can influence perceptions of it. Our results lead us to conclude that if the level of congruence is high, team performance results can be equally diagnostic for evaluations of brand quality regardless of the type of congruence – direct or indirect.

An initial observation would be that market information in the form of a sponsorship association should be regularly communicated to consumers over a period of time. Frequency of exposure to the information regarding the association is, we believe, crucial to the success of sponsorship. However, from our findings, a clear distinction arises when considering the type of sponsorship information consumers are exposed to. Reinforcing corporate and brand associations should be considered a key objective of sponsoring organizations yet such associations must be carefully considered in light of team performance.

Managerial and Theoretical Implications

Given our results, it would seem that sponsorship is an effective tool in enhancing perceptions of a sponsor. It appears that it is capable of elevating consumers’ perceptions of a corporation’s image. We also conclude that sponsorship appears to operate on a brand’s perceived quality. We would suggest that managers who wish to change consumer’s pre-existing perceptions of brand quality should seriously consider team sponsorship, with the caveat that for team sponsorships, underperformance can negatively impact such assessments. It would appear that team sponsorship should be primarily considered for successful teams only. The extra cost of associating with such teams may be worth the expense for the positive impact on brand quality that may be gained. If the goal is to only improve perceptions of corporate image, then
sponsorship of a team may be an appropriate strategy with the added benefit that team
performance will not undermine such perceptions.

Most sponsorship managers perceive that sponsorships have an impact on corporate
evaluation. Until this point, however, knowledge about the differential impact on brand quality
and corporate image has remained largely intuitive. Certainly, the manner in which team
performance affects sponsor brands has not been fully understood by managers. Sponsors clearly
hope that a sponsorship will favorably enhance consumer views of both their products and their
firm and they are willing to pay large sums of money to associate with successful teams. In terms
of promotion planning, the firm might position itself to be flexible enough to take advantage of
periods of good performance. During the course of a season, the firm might predominantly use its
sponsorship association to bolster perceptions of its corporate image. In the weeks or periods
when the team is performing well, the company might supplement this information by
incorporating the results into additional promotional materials to attempt to influence beliefs
about their products. The timing of sales promotions during these periods, for example, may
stimulate greater belief-based trial and purchase.

A final contribution of our study is that, unlike much recent research on consumer
response to sponsorship, our data were gathered from members of the general public in a realistic
and cluttered environment. In examining sponsorship effect over time and its effect on consumer
perceptions of corporate image and brand quality on a sample of the general population, we are
able to demonstrate how winning and losing interact with sponsorship, something not previously
addressed in the literature.

We believe our research adds to the theoretical understanding of how sponsorship works,
particularly with respect to the effects of team performance. The study has some noteworthy
implications. In demonstrating the theoretical aspect of sponsorship effect and highlighting its
influence upon the perceived attributes of brands, we are also showing how it is best employed. Clearly, marketers have a powerful tool at their disposal for not only creating new, but also changing existing images and perceptions, although the apparent close relationship between team performance and brand quality could make this a risky activity.

**Limitations and Further Research**

There is a need for replication of this study. Such a replication should include a comprehensive examination of the concept of congruence from multiple perspectives using other product types and more specific attribute judgements. Although there is considerable evidence regarding the role of congruence in the sponsorship literature, longitudinal tracking of its effects would be beneficial. It would therefore be a much broader study and serious consideration would have to be given to the question of how to measure the physical attributes of the brand, possibly giving consideration to the inherent ambiguity in such attributes. Although we feel we have confirmed that sponsorship has a major effect on perceptions of both brand quality and corporate image, greater insight into how it affects these perceptions could still be obtained.

Research in sponsorship has been lacking in experiments from the field and we have sought to address this deficiency. Field studies attempt to achieve external validity and generalizability, however, a priority for future research should be to conduct similar studies in a more controlled environment in an attempt to establish a degree of internal validity. Particular emphasis could be given to degree to which respondents identify with the team being sponsored, as such fans may demonstrate different responses to poor performance and it would be worth noting whether negative spillover occurs for such groups. Further research could also endeavour to include prior brand attitudes as a moderating variable. An understanding of how pre-existing
attitudes to a brand might influence spillover effects would be a welcome addition to the literature.

Given that research into corporate associations has seen significant growth in recent years, a replication using specific measures of a range of corporate associations would also be useful. Of further interest would be an examination of the impact of sponsorship using less well-known brands. The brands used in this research have a strong market presence therefore a manipulation of brand strength would be a welcome addition to the literature. There is also a need to more closely examine the relationship between team performance and brand evaluations. For instance, a study involving the use of less well-known or high-profile teams would be of benefit. Possible differential effects of performance on corporate image, though not observed in our research, might well occur with sponsorship of teams with lower profiles.

Another potential limitation of our research is the possible effect of extraneous media exposure throughout the duration of the studies. Future research might attempt to capture respondents’ exposure to related information as most event sponsorships include a significant budget for sponsorship activation. However, we suspect media coverage of both events and sponsorship information would likely have had a minimal impact on the observed results as it seems unlikely that only the informed group would be exposed to such media coverage.
Appendix 1

Multi-Item Measures

All scaled items are measured on a seven-point scale with the higher score indicating positive valence.

Brand Quality Semantic Differential (Experiment 1: $\alpha = .79, .77, .81$ and .81) (Sourced from Keller and Aaker 1992)

Low Quality/ High Quality
Not at all likely to try/ Very likely to try
Inferior product/ Superior Product

Taste Evaluation - Semantic Differential (Experiment 2: $\alpha = .72, .76, .75$ and .79) (Sourced from Stayman, Alden and Smith 1992)

Not Appealing/ Appealing
Not Tasty/ Tasty
Not Desirable/ Desirable
Low Quality/ High Quality
Not Interested in Trying/ Interested in Trying
Unsatisfying/ Satisfying
Not Refreshing/ Refreshing

Corporate Image – Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree (Experiment 1: $\alpha = .79, .79, .82$ and .80. Experiment 2: $\alpha = .72, .76, .75$ and .79) (Sourced from Pope and Voges 1998)

Has good products
Is well managed
Is involved in the community
Responds to consumer needs
Is a good company to work for
Appendix 2

**Stimulus provided at Pre-test in Experiment 1.**

“Formula One is a motorsport racing competition with events held around the world. Racing teams comprise drivers, manufacturers, support personnel, and sponsors. For example, the McLaren Formula One team is sponsored by Mercedes Benz, who also provide the engines used in the races.”

**Sample of stimulus provided after race in Experiment 1.**

“The most recent race in the Formula One competition was the Spanish Grand Prix, held in Madrid. Places were as follows:

1. Ferrari
2. Renault
3. Ferrari
4. Williams
5. Williams
6. Toyota
7. Jaguar
8. Jordan
9. BAR
10. Sauber
11. Minardi
12. Minardi

**Did Not Finish**

Jordan
Toyota
Sauber
McLaren
BAR
Renault
Jaguar
McLaren

**Stimulus provided at Pre-test in Experiment 2.**

“State of Origin is a rugby league competition in which two of Australia’s main rugby league states (New South Wales and Queensland) play a series of three games over a 6 week period. Teams are selected from the best players originating from each state. The Queensland team is sponsored by Fourex (XXXX), the beer manufacturer.”

**Sample of stimulus provided after race in Experiment 2.**

“The most recent match in the State of Origin competition was held in Brisbane, Queensland. Results were as follows:

Queensland 12 – New South Wales 25
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### TABLE 1. Means and Significant Differences Between and Within Treatment Groups for Time Periods in Experiment 1

#### Formula 1 (Mercedes)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race Result</th>
<th>Brand Quality</th>
<th>Corporate Image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-Test</td>
<td>Brazil (2nd)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Group</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>3.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informed Group</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>4.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decay Group</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>4.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### MEAN SCORES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control-Informed</th>
<th>Control-Decay</th>
<th>Informed-Decay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control-Informed</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
<td>0.03**</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control-Decay</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
<td>0.01**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informed-Decay</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### BETWEEN SUBJECTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control-Informed</th>
<th>Control-Decay</th>
<th>Informed-Decay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control-Informed</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control-Decay</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informed-Decay</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### WITHIN SUBJECTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control-Informed</th>
<th>Control-Decay</th>
<th>Informed-Decay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control-Informed</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.03**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control-Decay</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informed-Decay</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Note:

* = p<.0; ** = p<.05
TABLE 2. Means and Significant Differences Between Treatment Groups for Time Periods in Experiment 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Match Result</th>
<th>Brand Quality</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Corporate Image</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-Test</td>
<td>Game 1</td>
<td>Game 2</td>
<td>Game 3</td>
<td>Pre-Test</td>
<td>Game 1</td>
<td>Game 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Loss)</td>
<td>(Loss)</td>
<td>(Win)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Loss)</td>
<td>(Loss)</td>
<td>(Loss)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Group</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>3.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informed Group</td>
<td>5.03</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>5.18</td>
<td>4.89</td>
<td>5.09</td>
<td>4.94</td>
<td>5.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decay Group</td>
<td>4.71</td>
<td>4.44</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>4.97</td>
<td>4.93</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>3.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control-Informed</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control-Decay</td>
<td>0.01**</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informed-Decay</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* = p<.01; ** = p<.05
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Corporate Image: State of Origin

[Graph showing changes in Corporate Image for different groups across Pre-Test, Game 1, Game 2, and Game 3.]
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